
How to Make Slideshows
Programs/Applications

Adobe Bridge CS# (with CC product$)
View>Slideshow Options (Shift+Ctrl/Cmd+L)
View>Slideshow (Ctrl/Cmd+L)

Adobe Photoshop Elements #, Organizer ($99-)
Display>View, 
Edit, Organize in Full Screen (F11/Cmd+F11)
On Toolbar, Change Settings, adjust, OK, Esc,
Arrow keys ⇦ ⇨ for back or forward, Esc when done.

Adobe Lightroom #, Slideshow Module ($10/mo)

Apple Photos (Included with macOS)
Click Slideshow, adjust Theme-Music-Settings

FastStone (free-Windows only, lossless JPEGs)

Microsoft Scanner and Camera Wizard, XP/Vista

Microsoft Windows Movie Maker (free-Windows 
only)

Microsoft Photo Story (free-Windows only)

MS Power Point/Apple Keynote (Mac only)

Apple QuickTime (both) or Preview (Mac only)(free)

http://photo-slideshow-software-reviews/toptenreviews.com
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Techniques

Decide whether you want an automatic or a manual advance.

An automatic is more for entertaining and can include music.
A manual advance is for describing each slide, but takes longer.

Consider the length of time your viewers can hold interest.

A viewing time of about 4 to 5 seconds per slide is common.
There would be 12 slides per min, if 5 sec/slide, incl transition.
A 6 min presentation is 6 x 60 sec=360 sec/5 sec=72 slides.

In your photo organizer, select images and create a copy in a new 
folder/collection. (These may be resized, so duplicate.)

Create an opening slide that helps explain what the audience is 
going to see. Use a map, books, brochures, or drawing. If you don’t 
have the graphic tools, just take a picture of your opening image.

Either include a descriptive title in text, or a first slide of text.

Include slides that orientate the viewer (Travels-where are we?)

If you can’t include text or need explanations, use manual/talk.

Try to show only the best shot of each scene, avoid repetition.

Occasionally, stop and “smell the roses.” Include abstracts/details.

For general audiences, don’t overdue the family/group portraits.

A theme helps the flow (e.g. local plants identifiable to each 
region).

Consider a chronological order of slides, except transitions that 
need to start a new region or subject.



Techniques continued
When you have all your images selected and positioned, order your 
copies/duplicates. Do a batch rename, giving all of them the same 
starting filename and adding a sequential number.

(Opt.) Resize them to the largest full screen size they will be 
displayed on. (Most projectors will reduce the pixel dimensions.) If 
you will use a 1440x900 pixel screen, downsize to those maximum 
dimensions. (See Photo Resizing file on our Yahoo Files page.)

If necessary, import the images into your program/application that 
will be your slideshow presenter.

In the Slideshow module, adjust the settings, select the music if 
desired for automatic advance. Music should not be distracting, 
possibly soft acoustic guitar or piano. If you can, don’t repeat the 
same tune. Consider music that fits your theme (e.g. road tunes). 

Definitely rehearse the slideshow, until you know the procedures.

A hand-held presenter is nice, but be comfortable with it. (batteries 
good, know the buttons in the dark) In any case, know the keyboard  
or mouse inputs necessary (arrows, spacebar, exit slideshow key).

If the room may be dark, have a way to illuminate the keyboard 
and notes (try a USB gooseneck lamp, or put a mini-flashlight in 
your pocket). Check the projector/display color balance. Turn off 
screen saver/energy savers. Plug into an outlet (extension cord?).

An office room with fluorescents out may need a low-wattage lamp 
so the audience can see your face (instead of sleeping). 

Speaking up for the back of the audience is good, but a 
microphone helps if tested and adjusted. Minimize facing the 
screen.

You can do a hybrid slideshow, where you start-out speaking with 
manual advance, then continue with an automatic advance, but 
know how to smoothly change the slideshow.

Don’t assume all the equipment will be available at the location.
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